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RULES OF THE GAME

RULes of the Game
Murder mystery Game
“The Unfortunate Banker”
Thank you for purchasing Murder Mystery Game “The Unfortunate
Banker”!

Preparation of the game
This do-it-yourself Murder Mystery Game requires little preparation
but you may also choose to organize the game in detail. Hence this
additional explanation of the rules and possibilities of the game. If
you play Murder Mystery Game “The Unfortunate Banker” with a
larger group, it is wise to prepare in advance by reading this
document and having a quick look at the booklets. If you would do
this, please leave the scratch cards and revelation in the back
unread, this way everything remains a surprise for you too.

Playtime
Depending on the number of participants and the game pace, the
time to play the game will be around one and a half to two hours.
This is without food or other breaks.

DIY game
Murder Mystery Game “The Unfortunate Banker” is not hosted by a
game host but ... by the victim himself! With a little help from you.
Especially with regard to the timing of the three game rounds, it is
advisable for you or someone else in the group to take charge. This
is not a difficult task, you just follow the instructions in the game
booklets. You can also take the lead completely and host the game
fully. If you would like to do this, please read on!

Follow Warren’s instructions!
A few days after the suicide of banker Warren Noble, six family
members and acquaintances receive a letter from his notary. In this
letter, Noble claims he must have been killed by one of them. These
suspects must gather and try to find out who is the killer based on
written instructions from Warren. He or she will be punished
appropriately. This way the dirty laundry stays inside but the
perpetrator does not get away with the murder.

Noble leads his own murder investigation posthumously in writing.
His instructions and assignments are all in the game booklets. As
long as these are followed by all players, the game will unfold by
itself.

Game booklets
Every player needs their own game booklet. In the game booklet you
will find a personal scratch card that is used after every game round.
By opening one of the scratch layers the participants will receive
additional clues. Therefore to play the game to the best of
possibilities it is not advised to share the game booklets. Also to be
able to follow the script well, it is better to use your own booklet.
Young players or people with dyslexia are allowed of course to
collaborate with someone who can help them.

Young players
Like most detectives, Murder Mystery Game “The Unfortunate
Banker” is sometimes quite complex and contains some adult
subjects in addition to murder as well. Think of drug use, blackmail,
cheating, etc. Nowhere explicit or indecent, but maybe less suitable
for very young children. We recommend to not play the game with
children under 12 years of age.

Revelation
The unveiling of the murder mystery is in the back of the game
booklet in a closed part that must be torn open. This should only be
done when Warren Noble says so of course! In this part the killer
eventually confesses and explains what really happened. Than the
players can check how well they investigated the murder and
determine the winner(s) of the game.

Reading work
The script and scenario in the game booklets are fully written out.
That requires quite a bit of reading. Absolutely not annoying,
because the text is very comical and is supported with fun
illustrations. We do advise though to ask players in advance to bring
their reading glasses if they need them.

“Acting”
The major part of the text must be recited by the participants.
Everyone can decide for themselves how theatrical and dramatic
they would like to perform. Players who prefer not to be “in the

spotlights” are not obliged to do so. They can leave the acting to the
rest of the group and fully enjoy themselves focussing on the murder
investigation. In all cases there will be a play presented in three acts
involving all participants, who are both the actors and the audience.

Police report, map and mourning advertisement
In the game booklets you will also find a map, a police report and
Warren’s obituary. You can review these together but it is also nice
to let the participants have a look at these individually in between
game rounds when having a break. The documents can be helpful in
solving
the
murder
and
contain
some
hidden
jokes!

Dividing characters
The characters in the game, Warren Noble and the six suspects, can
be divided among any number of participants. You can do this at
location at the start of the game, but also a few days in advance.
With your order you will receive an Invitation pdf document with
which you can invite all guests in style. You can also choose not to
divide characters but let the participants recite the script parts one
after another. Also it is possible to just let seven “casted”
participants do all the reciting (lines victim and six suspects). The
other participants will do the investigating and have no script duties.
The story will either way be easy to follow.

Dividing characters for groups consisting of one table
If you opt for a fixed division of characters and have a small group
of participants, you divide characters as following. If you are short of
“actors”, you set up “double roles”. This means that the same
participant takes on multiple characters.
If there are more actors than characters, the actors can be
exchanged per round. For example, a character will be “performed”
by participant A in game round one and by participant B in the
second game round, etc.

Dividing characters for larger groups
There are several options for larger groups. You can divide
characters among a regular “crew” of actors. They will recite all
script parts during the full murder story. The other participants can
enjoy “the show” and in the meantime read with the scripts
performed in their own game book. If there are enough participants,
you can also let a different participant recite in each of the game

rounds. There are three game rounds.
Finally, you could also choose to change per character and ask for a
new volunteer with every script part. “Who would like to recite the
next script part of Blanche Noble? Maybe you Uncle Fred?” The risk
here would be that no-one steps up and there would be
uncomfortable silences. With a sporty and willing group this would
not be a problem of course! We will leave this decision up to you.

Dress up
With most murder mystery games, participants can dress in the style
of the character. Because with this game there are many possibilities
to divide characters, there are no explicit clothing suggestions. You
can however, send a special invitation to the participants you have
assigned a fixed character to. We will send a pdf file with your order
with this invitation. Below this invitation the participants will find the
six characters with a portrait and short description of the
characters. They can then themselves try to match their character’s
appearance. Of course you can also take care of some accessories
and items of clothing that suit each character and let participants
exchange those during the game.

Timing of the culinary part
Enough about the game, off to the food chapter. At murder mystery
dinner parties usually a three-course menu is served: starter, main
course and dessert. Preferably the starter will be served between the
introduction of the game and game round one, or after round one.
The two other courses then will be served after each following game
round.
Keep in mind preparation time of the food and the fact that a game
round will take up a maximum of 30 minutes. Have the dishes
prepared and heated on time as much as possible. Pauses are fine,
but if there are large gaps between the game rounds and food being
served, this will not be of benefit to the game experience.
Timing is important and not always easy to manage. You don’t want
to serve food that’s cooled off too much or interrupt game rounds
for the courses. If you doubt you will get the timing right, it’s also
possible to enjoy the entire meal before playing the game.

What to eat?
Basically, the game can be combined with all types of food. But to
keep the culinary part in the style of the game, you could try to bring
elements of the game back into the dinner. Noble is a bird lover and
the Quitquat plays an important role in the story. Chickens, ducks
and turkeys are also birds. It would be very decadent and culinary to
eat a rare bird species, so you can call all types of poultry that you
could possibly serve Quitquat: smoked quitquat fillet, roasted
Quitquat breast, etc. Noble also loves coffee with Flapjacks, which
eventually became his death. Nice to serve as a dessert or
afterwards.
As mentioned, you can fill in the food part exactly as you would like
to. You could even serve takeaway Indian Curry (Quitquat curry),
tapas, savory snacks, or no food at all. You can go as basic or
extravagant as you would like to.

Recipes
For the kitchen princes and princesses who would like to put on a
gastronomic feast during the game, Flemish cuisinier Fons Nicolay
made exclusive and matching recipes especially for Murder Mystery
Game “The Unfortunate Banker”. Pleasantly written, easy to prepare,
surprising and delicious! You will find the recipes at the bottom of
this document.

Music
If you would like to complement the atmosphere in style, you could
play appropriate music during the game and during breaks. The
recurring elements must then be murder, birds and money. If you
search in Spotify for Playlist Murder Mystery Game “The Unfortunate
Banker”, you will find a starter list of music we put together for you.
Suggestions are always welcome!

Murder Dinner Recipes
A Murder Mystery Dinner will be even more fun when food is served in the theme of the
murder story. Below you will find some recipe suggestions, but feel free to think of some
appropriate dishes yourself!
Starter
Exotic shrimp soup
In Murder Mystery Game The Unfortunate Banker the little bird Quitquat has an
important role. The Quitquat is so rare because this bird lives on a diet of almost
exclusively freshwater prawns. As a tribute to this bird, for starters a prawn recipe. You can
of course use all types of prawns.
Ingredients:
•

•

Various vegetables cut into fine strips, for example, leek, onion, carrot, bamboo
shoots, mushrooms, any vegetable is actually suitable - Black Chinese mushrooms
naturally taste very exotic! - Few vegetables are needed, a large tablespoon per
person is sufficient
1 egg per 4 people - 6 prawns per person - Neutral chicken broth cubes - A few
drops of sesame oil - A few drops of soy sauce - Vétsin if desired - Salt and black
pepper

Preparation:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Boil water, stock cubes and vegetables. Cook for one minute;
Remove the intestinal tract from the prawns and cut the prawns in two
lengthwise;
Add the prawns to the soup and boil again, only very briefly;
Season with salt and pepper, soy sauce and a few drops of sesame oil;
Add some vétsin if desired;
Break an egg and add to the hot soup while stirring;
Serve in typical Chinese bowls with a porcelain spoon ...

Main dish
Quitquat-from-hell (for 4 people)
The Quitquat is a small bird with little meat on it’s bones. Nevertheless, it is nice to serve
a chicken dish with this Murder Mystery Game and to pretend it is a Quitquat special!
Hopefully Warren did not go to hell, but we call this dish Quitquat-from-hell.
-

Make sure you have good quality chicken. Cut the spine out with a sturdy pair
of scissors. So just cut twice on each side of the backbone. This can also easily be
done cutting into it with a sharp knife.

-

Place the chicken on a chopping board with the cutted side down and press with
your full weight on the chest. If this is done well, you now have a very flat
chicken!

·

Season the flat chicken with a spice mixture of a teaspoon of curry powder, a
teaspoon of spicy paprika, and a teaspoon of black pepper plus the same amount
of salt.

·

Fry the chicken briefly in a frying pan with oil until it has a nicely bronzed color
on both sides.

·

Place the chicken with the breast side up in a baking tray and spread a big
tablespoon of strong mustard over the chicken. Sprinkle with a small handful of
breadcrumbs.

·

Put the chicken in a very hot oven... as if Beelzebub himself has fired it up...
Twenty minutes in this hell fire is enough....!

·

Leave the chicken to rest for a few minutes and divide it into four pieces. Two
breasts for the men and two thighs for the ladies...! Or is it the other way around?

·

Serve a nice fresh salad with a sauce you make by mixing a tablespoon of soy
sauce, a tablespoon of regular vinegar and a spoonful of ketchup. Dip the chicken
pieces in the sauce and wipe your plate with a piece of fresh baguette!

Dessert
Coffee and Flapjacks
Coffee and Flapjacks were involved in this Murder Mystery Game. Those from Black Bird
Bakery are famous!
Preparation time less than 30 mins
Cooking time 30 mins to 1 hour
Serves 12
Ingredients
•
•
•
•
•
•

175g/6oz butter
175g/6oz golden syrup
175g/6oz muscovado sugar
350g/12oz porridge oats
½ unwaxed lemon, finely grated zest only (optional)
pinch ground ginger (optional)

Preparation
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

Preheat the oven to 150C-130C Fan / Gas 2 and line a 20cm/8inch square baking
tin with baking paper.
Melt the butter in a medium pan over a low heat. Dip a brush in the butter and
brush the baking tin with a little bit of it. Add the golden syrup and sugar to the
butter and heat gently. Once the sugar is dissolved and the butter is melted,
remove the pan from the heat and stir in the porridge oats, lemon zest and ginger.
Pack the mixture into the baking tin and squash down. Bake in the oven for 40
minutes.
Once cooked, remove from the oven, leave to cool for 15 minutes, then turn out
on to a chopping board and cut into squares.
Recipe tip: You can also pour some melted dark chocolate over the cooked
flapjacks and then leave them to set before eating.
These flapjacks are delicious with coffee or tea.

Enjoy Warren’s gallows….!

